Two Day Workshop for MBA
(Resource Person- Mr. K. RAJASEKARAN)

A two-day workshop was organized by the School of Management for MBA Finance and IB students. The aim of this workshop was to provide an intense knowledge about Export Import financing, Financial Statement Analysis and Ratio analysis. A good response was recognized through the participation of all the finance and IB students of MBA.

The workshop was taken by K. RAJASEKARAN who is a visiting faculty of ITM UNIVERSITY and is a Former AGM in Global Trust Bank Ltd, Ex-Trainer at state bank of Travancore and Ex-Director in Ahmedabad Management Association.

The Workshop had altogether four lecture sessions. All the sessions were taken by K. RAJASEKARAN providing knowledge on various ways of increasing export, generating international investment and its effect on Indian economy. He also discussed various parts of financial statements including Annual Report, Board Report and corporate social responsibility. He also helped the students to understand various ways and uses of financial statement analysis. In this workshop various ratios and its relevance for investors was also discussed.

All the four sessions were informative as well as interactive, as reflected from the feedback received from the participants.

First day of the workshop was on Export and Import, Factors that affect foreign investment, reasons of interest rate fluctuation, effect of inflation on money value and exchange rate.

Second day of the workshop was on banks view on financial statement. How bankers analyse various forms of financial statements, various ratios required to study the financial position of any company, composition of various ratios and its uses. He also discussed about various committees mandated by company act, 2013 like independent auditors committees, CSR committees and also discussed in brief annual return and its components.

At the end of every session students were given Questionnaire to know their understanding of the topic.

A short duration feedback and thanks giving session was held on the second day of the Workshop by Asst. Professor Surabhi Ketkar and Asst. Professor Simran Agarwal on behalf of the participants.
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